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Kandyan Art Association 
Centenary Cultural Centre 

T
he architectural concept 
for the design of the Kan
dyan Art Association 
Centenary Cultural Cen
tre (KAACC) was first of 
all an investigative one, 

since the KAACC 'original building is situ
ated in the Cultural Triangle area. 

The architect has tried to create new 
attitudes to the architectural design pro
cess, and to the general cultural attitudes 
as well in our country, and this is what 
the concept of the new KAACC is about. 
A modem 'indigenous' approach implies 
that the existing natural environment is 
paramount and should not be destroyed, 
but be considered carefully and used to 
the best advantage with economy, not 
with a galish display, thereby suiting our 
developing economy while maintaining 
our indigenous ethos. This implies a care
ful use of the site, and the maximum use 
of indigenous materials which would also 
suit the image of the local crafts, which 
the KAACC wants and is expected to 
preserve and promote. For example, the 
most characteristic and beautiful aspect of 
our architecture is the Kandyan flat-tiled 
roof It is unique and a living illustration 
of our craft and culture. 

A building should relate, wherever 
possible, to the site and environment and 
express its natural advantages. In this in
stance we have a hilly site with a beautiful 
view over the lake, an excavated area at 
the rear and east side for~nng a natural 
amphitheatre next to the existing 150-
year old building which forms not only a 
focus to the new additions, but also, in 
scale and appearance, a pleasing foil to the 
Maligawa and Queen's Bath and the 
Malwatte Vihare across the lake. It was 
important that the antique scene should 

Longitudinal section through the KAACC. 
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not be disturbed and the Maligawa, being 
the focal point, all else should be secon
dary to it. So the retention of the existing 
KAACC building was a natural decision. 
It is important to realise that repairing and 
re-arranging it to suit present-day re
quirements was the most prudent and 
econonlical approach. From this point, 
the design proceeded on its own, ineluct
ably following and nestling into the site 
and exploiting to the maximum the 
beautiful surroundings. 

In our tradition there has always been 
a strong, symbiotic relationsmp of 
arcmtecture and environment. No build
ing can be conceived or be complete 
without this consciousness of landscape 
and arclntecture. So, the design includes 
the landscaped setting of the site, which 
would be very simple and express a Kan
dyan village setting in choice of trees, 
plants, and so on. 

The main entrance level and access 
point to the complex is on the southeast 
where the present entry road is situated 
now. From here the visitor will pass 
through the main entrance gateway, a 
symbolic welcoming Thorana or Panda! 
to the entrance Midula (courtyard) where 
one turns left and goes up to the Museum 
display and crafts centre, or continues 
forward to the Mid~tla foyer (entrance) of 
the Nrutiya Mm1dapa (auditorium) on the 
main axis (at the nliddle level of the site), 
or continues on the right to the informal 
restaurant, which is called Apana Sala 
(restaurant), terraced into the slope and 
with views across the lake. The kitchen 
and servery are behind, together with 
storage, staff rest room and cloak rooms. 
The Apana Sala is accessible fi-om valious 
points in the complex. 

The entrance-exit pavilion to the Craft 

Ranga Bhumi - Stage 

Museum and Sales area workshops is 
situated on the left of the entrance Thor
ana. Here there is a bookshop for books 
on local arts and crafts, catalogues and 
postcards (special KAACC cards) . 

The Nrutiya Ma/1dapa is a complete 
innovation from the usual Western idea 
of theatre. Again the site gives form to 
the design. It is multi-purpose, as there 
are broad terraces, which can also be used 
for non-theatrical occasions, leading 
down (not steeply but for about three 
feet) to the level of the 'kamatha' type 
(threshing floor) open space, which 
forms the Ranga Bhumi (platform) for 
performances of all kinds. This area as in 
a village, is surrounded by trees and 
shrubs, partly in and outside the roofed 
areas. In fact, the Nruti}'a Mandapa is a 
kind of roofed-over, open-air theatre as 
in a village setting. It is a very econonUcal 
design because of the minimum need for 

walls, foundations, re-inforced concrete 
and glazed windows and doors. This 
Mandapa can be adapted for plays, 

films, dance performances or any other 
indigenous art forms for all special occa
sions. There is a balcony seating area on 
the 21 feet level linking the Museum 
displays and the Avunhala. The 
Avunhala terrraced into the slope facing 

the lake, together with the Nruti}'a 
Mandapa , is the most attractive gather
ing-place in Kandy. 

The existing building has been trans
formed for a Museum Display, Art Gal
lery and Showroom. Re-arranged, it 
forms a display of only choice examples 
of each craft, old and new, illustrated 
with tools, techniques, forming a kind of 
'museum display' using indigenous 
forms. Visitors enteling the main entr
ance-exit foyer have to pass through the 
display area, as in an art gallery, consult-

Nrutyia Mandapa - Theatre Midulafoyer Thorana - Entrmlfe faye/' 
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ing the catalogues and marking down 
what interests them. They can then pass 
on to the entrance to the craft workshops 
at a lower level. 

From here, the visitor can enter each 
craft workshop to watch the craftsmen at 
work and then buy from an adjoining 
'kiosk' th~t particular craft product. TIns 
gives the visitor the feeling of walking 
through a village bazaar - an urban ex
tension of the village - and watching the 
craftsmen at work. At the end of tms 
promenade, after completing a tour of all 
the workshops and sales kiosks, the visi
tor emerges at the entrance-exit foyer 
again. Descending a few steps and con
tinuing left forward one arrives at the 
Midula foyer of the Nrutiya Mandapat. 

The roofs are an important, highly 
visible aesthetic element and constitute 
the only expensive item in the building 
complex. The flat, traditional Kandyan 



Above: Axonometric view of the Cultural Centre 
complex. 
Below: Thorana, or entrance foyer to the 
KAACC, looking }i'om inside the midula foya 
towards the lake. 
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Above: Details of midula foyer, with open gal
lelY, plants and water. 
Right: Midula foyer at KAA CC entrance is a kind 
of galielY around a small garden. To the left, the 
erafis museum, bookshop and workshops. 
Right, below: Ro~fs, covered with .flat clay tiles in 
a traditional way, around the midula foyer at 
entrance. 
Right, bottom: Corridor leading to ranga bhumi, 
with midula foyer on the right, and stairs to Ilpper 
level seating ~f theatre. 

roofmg tile as in the Maligawa roofs, is of 
absolute importance to the whole design 
concept and fits the building into the ex
isting Cultural Triangle scene, while ex
pressing the importance and character of 
the purpose of the building. But, as there 
has been little need for, or use of, other 
expensive items like re-inforced concrete, 
glass windows and doors, this relatively 
expensive roofmg offsets the other fac
tors. The roof clusters are typical ofKan
dyan architecture and an important aes
thetic and highly visible element in the 
complex. Craft work in the building is 
also an important contribution to the aes
thetics of the Centre. 

The furniture design, lighting and 
graphics, etc. are based on simplified, 
traditional ideas, not copies of ancient 
things, to suit our needs: i.e., Vesak 
'Kudu" (lantern) boxes (glazed) for light
ing and graphics, using the Sinhala script 
decoratively. Much of the furniture and 
special woodwork has been made by the 
craftsmen who became involved with the 
building from its inception: it is their 
place, it is the traditional way. 

Later, after construction of the com
plex had commenced I was asked to en
large the theatre to shelter about thousand 
five hundred people. Many ad hoc 
structural compromises were necessary 
and are noticeable. In December 1983, 
again I was asked to enlarge the complex 
to include a dance workshop, music, 
dance and art archives, a library and stu
dios. This complex forms a rear enclo
sure to the Ranga Bhumi (stage) with an 
entry from the north-west. 
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Left: View towards the stage 
of the theatre, or nrutiya 
mandapa, in the Kandy 
cultural centre. 
Left, below: The theatre in 
use during a conference. 
Left, bottom: Seating on 
different levels in the.nrutiya 
mandapa seen from the stage 
level. Note the openness to 
the out of doors. 

Minnette De Silva, one of 
thefirst women architects 
{rom Sn Lanka, studied in 
the U.K. and travelled widely 
hefore staJ1ing her practice 
some thirty years ago. She 
now lives in Kandy . 




